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The big question:
‘What the hell has happened to us?’

• A major shock

• Whose arrival surprised us

• Whose impact is devastating

• That is here to stay



How governments have responded thus far: 
Crisis response to health emergency and
economic impacts

• Sense-making

• Decision-making

• Coordinating

• Meaning-making



But what nów?



Issue 1. Nagging doubt about how C19 
behaves
• The rise and fall (and rise?) of ‘herd immunity’?

• Differing levels of fear of ‘the second wave’

• Can we really ‘contain it’ with apps & testing?

• When can we reasonably expect fungible drugs?

• Who ‘knows’, who do we listen to?

WHAT IS YOUR ‘THEORY IN USE’ ABOUT ‘WHAT WORKS’?



Issue 2. Public mood: From compliance to volatility

• ‘We are sick and tired of this’
• ‘ Stuff the experts, my business is bleeding to death’
• ‘Why not move faster, be bolder in returning to normal?’
• ‘They are gambling with our lives’

‘KANTIAN’ vs. ‘UTILITARIAN’ EXPECTATIONS OF GOVERNMENT POLICY

• EN DÙS    ……..?!!



Issue 3. Other ‘curves’ are beginning to
develop….

SOCIETAL IMPACTS 

Bankruptcies curve
Unemployment curve
Poverty curve
Inequality curve
Altruism curve 
Mental health curve
Crime curve
Domestic violence curve



….. turning this into a cascading multi-crisis

SOCIETAL IMPACTS

Bankruptcies curve
Unemployment curve
Poverty curve
Inequality curve
Altruism curve 
Stress/Depression curve
Crime curve
Domestic violence curve

INCREASING LEVELS OF COMPLEXITY & CONTROVERSY ARE INEVITABLE

POLICY & POLITICAL IMPACTS

• Debt curve
• Social tensions curve
• Spending / retrenchment curve
• Service coverage / quality curve
• EU tensions / coherence curve
• Trust curve
• Blame curve
• Politicisation curve
• Electoral curve



What’s next:
How the crisis will morph

• From acute to chronic health threat (‘when is the 2nd wave?’)

• From health crisis to multi-crisis (even institutional crisis)

• From ‘this touches all of us’ to exacerbated inequalities

• From social unity to social conflict



What’s next:
How crisis governance will morph

• Bye, bye big-spending government - hello retrenchment 

• Bye, bye crisis structures – welcome back to silos 

• Bye, bye executive dominance – welcome back to checks and balances 

• Bye, bye Tegnell-ocracy – welcome back to contentious politics

• Bye, bye Stockholm runs the shop – hello to ‘multi-level governance’ 



Challenge for leaders 1: Not ‘fucking it up’

AVOIDABLE ERRORS, KNOWN PATHOLOGIES:

• Bad decisions, bungled communication

• Crisis addiction: bunker syndrome

• Callousness: statistical world view, war ethos

• Small-p politics: turf, exposure, blame-shifting

• Myopia: all tactics but no strategy



Challenge for leaders 2: 
Resilience, resilience, resilience: Keeping people
and systems going

• Personal resilience
• Organisational resilience
• Institutional resilience
• Public resilience

HOW TO ‘HOLD’ FATIGUED, 2-WORLDS ORGANISATIONS & RESTLESS 
COMMUNITIES  BURNING TO ‘GO BACK TO NORMAL’?

Absorbing the hurt & loss

Navigating fatigue

Finding reasons to ‘keep the
faith’

Seeing navigable pathways



Challenge 3: 
How to learn and grow from this?

• What does this crisis ‘teach’ us about our systems, our policies, our
economies, our communities, our alliances?

• What policy traditions, beliefs & practices may need to be challenged and
discarded? 

• What improvisations & innovations should we try retain and broaden?  

HOW TO TRIGGER & PROTECT THIS LEARNING?



Leadership challenge 4: 
Politicisation

• Accountability politics: opposition seeks oxygen, 
watchdogs resume their business

• Politics of lesson-drawing: design, process, timing and
tone of evaluations

• Budgetary politics: how to cut back innovatively & 
strategically

• Reform politics: building broad majorities for painful
measures



Challenge for leaders 3: 
Administering pain while absorbing blame



The strategic leadership we need now

Not: Solving the public’s problems for them
But: Mobilising adaptive work in them

- Getting on the balcony
- Acknowledging loss, fear, uncertainty
- Framing the adaptive challenges
- Orchestrating the conflicts we need to have 
- Creating ‘holding environments’ for having them
- Pacing the work of adjustment
- Giving license to experiment & innovate


